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In the conventional theory of probability, we have the following 
convergence theorem for the sums of mutually independent random variables, 
i.e., suppose that x1 ,x2 ••• are mutually independent random variables 




-~1x. converges to s almost surely as n ~ oo J= J 
n 
(ii) 
.Elx. converges to s in probability as n ~ oo J= J 
where S is a random variable defined on the probability space (n, 3, P). 
In this paper, we will state and prove a counterpart (Theorem 2-3) of this 
theorem without the countable additivity assumption. 
1. Basic definitions and some useful lennnas. 
In this section, we will give some preliminary definitions and 
then state some useful lemmas. Lemma 1-1, 1-2 and more details are available 
in [3]. Throughout this paper, we will let F be a non-empty set with 
00 
the discrete topology and H = F = F X F X F x... , with the product topology. 
Definition 1-1. 
Suppose that, for each n = 1, 2, 3 ••. , Y is a finitely additive n 
probability measure defined on the class of all subsets of F. Let a be 
the strategy (cf. [2] pp. 11-12) defined by cr = y , and, for n = 1, 2, ... , 
0 1 
and f 1 , ••• ,fn elements of F. on (f1 , •.. fn) = yn+l· Then cr is called 
an independent strategy on H and sometimes written cr = y1 X y2 X 
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A sequence {Ynln=l, 2, .•• ) of real-valued functions defined on H 
is called a sequence of coordinate mappings defined on H, if, for each 




It was shown that (for general setting, see [3]), if F, H and CJ 
are defined as above, then there exists a field a(CJ) ·of subsets of H 
such that a(CJ) contains all Borel subsets of H and CJ is a finitely 
additive probability measure defined on a(CJ) with some nice properties. 
Therefore, we can consider (H, a(CJ), CJ) as a finitely additive probability 
space. 
Definition 1-3. 
Let Y1 , Y2 , ••• , Y be real-valued functions defined on H. We say 
. that Y converges to Y almost surely as n ~oo, if the set 
n 
K = [hi lim Y (h) = Y(h)] 
n n ~ oo 
is in a(CJ) and CJ(K) = 1. We say that y 
n 
converges to Y in CJ-probability as n ~ oo if, for each € > O, each 
n = 1, 2, 3, •.. ' there exists a set L (e) in a{CJ) such that·the set n 
K {€)=[hi IY (h) - Y{h)j> e] is a subset of L(E:) and lim CJ(L ( €)) = 
n n n n ~ oo n 
We say that {Y I n=l, 2, ••• ) is a fundamental sequence in a-probability 
n 
if, for each 
€ > O, each n= 1, 2, 3 ••• and each m = 1, 2, .•• , there 
exists a set L (e) in a(CJ) such that the set Kn,m(E:) = [hi IY (h) -n,m n 
y (h) I > €] is a subset of L ( €) and lim CJ(L (e)) = o. 
m n,m n ~ oo n,m 
m ~ oo 
Let Nl, N,.,, • •• be positive integers, and for each j = 1, 0 ' . ' ... , 
N. n-1 
let C. be a subset of F J (N. factors}. Set rl = 1, r = J.;1N. + 1 J J n J= J n 








n = 1, 2, ••• , let K be a subset of H defined by K = [hJh=(f1 , ••. ,f , n 1iil n rn 
••. ,ft , •.• ),(f , ••• ,ft )EC] i.e., K = F X C X H, n = 1, 2, •••• 
r n n n 
n n n 
Lemma 1-1. 
Suppose that cr = y 1 X y2 X ••• is an independent strategy on H 
and {K1 , K2 , ••• ) is a sequence of subsets of H defined above. Then 
00 
cr ( . n1K . ) = . TT1cr ( K . ) • J= J J= J 
Proof: See page 35 of [3]. 
Lemma 1-2. 
Suppose that cr and {K ln=l, 2, 3, ••• } 
n 
are defined as in Lemma 1-1, 
then 
"° (i) f=1cr(Kj) < 00 if and only if cr([Kn i,O(n)]) = O 
00 
(ii) F=1?°(Kj) = 00 if and only if cr([K i,O(n)]) = 1 n 
00 00 
where [K ·i,O(n)] = n1 U K = [hjhEK for infinitely many n]. n m= 11:::m n n 
Proof: See page 39 of [3]. 
Lemma 1-3. 
Suppose that cr = y 1 X y 2 X ,,, is an independent strategy on H 
and {Y jn=l, 2, 3 ... ) 
n 
is a sequence of coordinate mappings defined on H. 
Let s0 = 0, and, for each n = 1, 2, 3 ••• 
n 
S = .61Y .• n J= J Then, if 
6 > 0, M, N are two integers such that O ~ M< N < oo, and 
max a( lhl I sih) - sn(h) I > e]) < 6, 
M<n,N 
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Proof: This result does not seem to have been stated before. The proof 
is essentially the same as the one in the conventional theory of 
probability {see page 45 of [1]) and we omit itu 
~- Main Theorems. 
In the countably additive theory of probability, the almost sure 
convergence implies the convergence in probability but it is not true 
in the finitely additive theory of probability. {see Example 1 below). 
This section is devoted to proving the equivalence of these two convergences 
for the sums of coordinate mappings with respect to independent strategies. 
Theorems 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 are new. Theorem 2-2 seems to be the central 
result and Theorem 2-3 is the counterpart of the Levy Convergence Theorem 
with respect to an independent strategy and coordinate mappings. In this 
section, we will assume that a is an independent strategy on H, 





· = o, s = .61Y. n J= J 
Theorem 2-1. 
Suppose that 
a sequence of coordinate 
for each n = 1,2 ••• . 
a, (Y In = 1,2 ••• ) , and 
n 
mappings defined on H, and 
(S ln=O, 1,2 ••• ) are defined 
n 








(i) {S In= 1, 2 ••• ) is a fundamental sequence in a-probability 
n 
(ii) cr([hl lim S (h) exists and is finite])= 1 
n ~ 00 n 
Proof: {i) ~ (ii) 
1 For each j = 1, 2, .•• let E. = 1 where a is a positive J (l+j) +a 
constant. By the definition of {S ln=l,2 ••• } being fundamental in 
n 
a-probability we can choose a strictly increasing sequence (N.lj = 1, 2 ••• } 
J 
of positive integers such that, for each j = 1,2, ••• 
cr( [hi Is (h) - s (h)i > E.J) ~ E. if rn, n ::?: N .• Let n. = ~~ Is -n rn J J J J N. n . 1 n 
L. = [hlD.(h) > 2 E.], J J+ st then D. and L. depend only on the N. + 1 
J J J J J J 
coordinates, j = 1, 2, 3 •.•• By Lemma 1-3, 
SN (h) - SN (h)I > E.]) 
j+l j J 
E. 
~ _J_ ~2E. 







=.6. 1 <oo 
J=l (j+l)l-1-0! , 
00 00 
L cr(L ) ~ I; 2E. < 00. By Lemma 1-2, cr( [L i,O(n)]) = O. J=l j j=l J n 
Notice that the set [hi lirn S {h) exists and is finite] contains the 
















Suppose that {S ln=l,2 ••• } 
n 
is not a fundamental sequence in 
a-probability, then there exists a strictly increasing sequence {N.Jj=l, 2 ••• } 
J 
of positive integers and two positive real numbers €, 6 such that 
cr([hl I SN (h) - SN (h)I > E ]) ~ 6 for all j = 1, 2, 3... Notice 
j+l j 
that the set [h I I SN (h)- SN (h) I > E] depends only on the NJ.+1 st , •.. , NJ.+l th 
j+l j 
coordinates (j = 1, 2, ••. ) hence, by Leanna 1-2, we should have 
a ( [ h I I SN ( h) - SN ( h) I > E i , 0 ( j ) ] ) = 1. But the set [hi lim S (h) 
n-+co n j+l j 
exists and is finite] and the set [hi I SN (h) 
j+l 
- sN_(h)I > E i,O (j)] 
are disjoint, and a([hl lim S (h} exists and is 
n-+oo n 
get a contradiction. 
J 
finite])= 1~ So we 




Suppose that a, (Y I n = 1, 2, ••• ), { S I n = 0, 1, 2 ••• } 
n n 
are defined 
as above, and S is a Borel measurable function defined on H. Then we 
have the following results. 
(i) If Sn c~nverges to S in a-probability as n-+ co, 
then {S ln=l, 2, ••• } is a fundamental sequence in a-
n 
probability. 
(ii) If cs I n=1, ~, 3 ••• J 
n 
is a fundamental sequence in 
a-probability, then, for any € > 0, 6 > 0, there 



























cr( [hi sup 
n<K~ 
Is (h) - s (h)I ~ e]) ~ 6 K n whenever n ~ N. 
Proof: "(i) => {ii)" is obvious and we omit it. 
{ii) => {i) 
For each j = 1,2, ••• , let 
00 6 
such that Tf (1 - _j_) ~ 1 - 6. j=l 1-6j 
€ E. = ---:-r and 6. 
J 2J+ J 
Since {S ln=l,2, ••• ) 
n 
be a positive real number 
is a fundamental 
sequence in cr-probability, there exists, for each j = 1,2, ••. , an 
N. ~ 1 such that 
J 
· cr([hl Is (h) - s (h)I ~ E.]) ~ 6. 
n m J J 
if n ~ Nj' m ~ Nj, we can and do assume that 1 ~ N1 < N2 < 
By Lemma 1-3, we have, for each j = 1, 2, ••• , 
~ 1_!. cr( [hi I SN (h) - SN {h) I ~ E.]) J j+l j J 
6. 
_.J._ ~ 1-6. 
J 
Now, for each j = 1, 2, 3 •.• , let 
L. = [hi max Js (h) 
- SN. (h) I < 2 E.] . J m J N.<m~. l J J J+ 
6. 
Then cr(L.) ~ 1 J 
- 1-6 .• J J 
Notice that the set L. 
J 
st N th depends only on the Nj+l , •.• , j+l 
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coordinates. 
.---~ c--·, c----· c---- c- -· c---i r--~ c_------ c-- r .--- ·- L~, c-~. c------ c---~-- c--- .------ .--- c-_ 
.._.__ , --· ·-, -~- --- - -·· -- L---- ·- ~-. - __ , ~- -- ~ ..__ --
... 00 00 5. 
-
... 
(j = 1, 2, 3 •.• ) Hence, by Lennna 1-1, a( jDlLj) ~ j~1(1 - l-~.) ~ 1 - 6 • 
J 
00 
Now, set N = N1 , then [hi sup Is (h) - s (h)I < €] ::> .nl L. if n ~ N. n<m<,:,o m n - J= J 
Therefore 
a([hl sup js (h) - S (h)I < e ]) ~ 1 - 6 if n ~ N, 
. n<m<t,o m n 
which is equivalent to the statement of the theorem. 
Theorem 2-3. 
Suppose that a, {Y In = 1, 2, ••• } , { S In = 0, 1, 2 •.• ) 
n n 
are defined 
as above and S is a Borel measurable function defined on H. Then, we 
have 
(i) If S converges to 
n 
S almost surely as n ""?oo, 
converges to S in a-probability as n ""? oo • 
then S 
n 
( ii) If S converges to 
n 
s in a-probability as n ""? oo, 
then a([hl ~ Sn(h) esists and is finite])= 1 and 
a([hl I~ sn(h) - s(h)I >- e]) = o for all €·> o. 
Proof: The statement (i) is implied by Theorem 2-1, the (ii) of Theorem 
~-::?, and the fact 
a{[hl lim S (h) = S(h)]) = 1. 
n""?oo n 
The first part of the statement {ii) is implied by the (i) of Theorem 










































Let * s (h) = lim 
n "'oo 
s (h) V h EH, * s is Borel measurable and 
n 
* * cr([hl - oo < S (h) < oo, lim S (h) = S (h)]) = 1 
n ~ oo n 
By the part (i) of the theorem, we have that 
g~probability as n "'oo. Now, for any e > O, 
* [hi Is (h) - s(h) I > e1 
c [hi I s*(h) - sn(h) I > ~] 
U [hi I s*(h) - sn(h)I > %1 
for each n = 1, 2,... • Hence 
* cr([hl Is (h) - s(h)I > e ]) 
* S converges to S 
n 
~ lim ( cr ( [ h I I · S *{ h) - S ( h) I > f.]) 
n~oo n 2 
+ cr{[hl ls{h)· - sn(h))] > ~])) = O 
Coro~lary 2-1. 
in 
Suppose that cr1, {Y In= 1, 2 .•• ), {S I n = 0, 1, 2 ••• ) are defined n n 
as above and {S In= 1, 2, ••• ) is a fundamental sequence in a-probability. 
n 
Then there exists a real-valued function S defined on H such that S 
n 
converges to S almost surely as n ~ oo 
a-probability as n "'oo. 
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n L .. , 
Proof: By Theorem 2-1, we have cr(A) = 1 where A= [hi lim S (h) 
n ."? 00 n 
exists 
and is finite]. Now, define the real-valued function S on H by 
s(h) = 1~m s (h) if h EA n 00 n 
= 0 if h f A • 
Then it is obvious that s converges to s almost surely as n -?00. 
n 
By Theorem 2-3, we have s cohverges to s in probability as n-?00. 
n 
3. Remarks. 
1. In the statement (ii) of Theorem 2-3, we cannot let € = 0, 
i.e., it is not tr~e that 
(See the example 2 below.) 
cr([hl lim s (h) = s(h)]) = 1. 
U-? 00 n 
2. In the conventional theory of probability, the following statement 
is true "suppose that x1 , x2 , ••• , X, Y are random variables 
Example 1. 
defined on a probability space (n, J, P). Then, if 




to Y in probability as n "? 00 too, P( {wjx(w) :f= Y(W))) = 0". 
But this statement is false for our setting, the following is 
a counter example. 
Suppose that F = {1, 2, 3 ... ), 00 H=F =FxFx ••• and y is a 
finitely additive probability measure defined on the class of all subsets 
of F such that y(A) = 0 if A is a finite subset of F. Let 
cr = y X y X y x... • be an independent strategy on H, Y1 be the real-





























and, for each n = 2, 3, ..• , Y be the real-valued function defined on H 
n 




cr( [h I lim 
n -+ oo 
z (h) = 
n 
1]) = 1 
cr([hl lzn(h) - if> E]) = 1 for all n = 1, 2, ••• and all e > 0. 
Hence Z does not converge to 1 in a-probability as n ~ oo. 
n 
Example 2: 
Suppose that F = {1, 2, 3 ••• }, CX) H=F =FxFx ••• and y is a 
finitely additive probability measure defined on the class of all subsets 
of F such that y(A) = 0 if A is a finite subset of F. Let 
cr=yXyX be an independent strategy on H, and for each n = 1, 2, 3, .•. 
Yn be the real-valued function defined on H such that Yn(h) = ! if 
n n 
h = (f1 , £2 , ••• ) EH. Then, it is easy to check that~ Yj converges to 
0 in a-probability as n -+oo and also converges to S in a-probability 
as n-+ oo, where S is a real-valued function defined on H by 
00 00 
s(h) = ~ y .(h) if .61 y .{h) < 00 J J J= J 
CX) 
= 0 if El Y.(h) = 00 • J= J 
n 
But cr([hl s(h) > o]) = 1 {" ~l Yj converges to S in a-probability 
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